BagFlo 500 - LIW (Bulk Bag Unloader Loss-in-Weight)

The model BagFlo 500-FL (Fork Loaded) or BagFlo 500-HT (Hoist and Trolley Loaded) bulk bag unloaders, can be set up as Loss-In-Weight systems. If a feeder is part of your system, we set the feeder on a scale and use the scale controller to track the weight. With this system you can set a desired batch size and the system will automatically feed that batch to your process. Alternately the whole frame can be mounted on load cells and “lose” the desired batch. While the feeder/scale system provides the greater accuracy, the whole frame system eliminates the need for an additional piece of equipment. These make excellent systems for recipe building into blenders or other process equipment.

Same is available as an HT (Hoist & Trolley) frame